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SMART HOME TECHNOLOGY IS PROGRESSING AT A BREAKNECK PACE. With 
every passing day, there’s another product or system 
promising to enhance our lives with greater comfort, 
convenience, and enjoyment. Having a slew of options 
is great, but it can also breed confusion.  It’s hard to 
know exactly which smart home products will deliver 
on their promises, when there are so many solutions 
to investigate. �is is precisely why a guide such as our 
annual Products of the Year showcase is so helpful. 

It points to the products and systems that have been engineered and 
designed to provide you and your family a wealth of amazing bene�ts. 
What’s more, the products and systems chosen by a panel of expert 
judges have been identi�ed as being legitimate game-changers—the types 
of products that are unique, innovative, and will keep the functionality of 
your home on the cutting edge.  

So slow down, sit back, and peruse the compilation of revolutionary 
smart home solutions in our Products of the Year showcase. You’ll �nd 
something for every part of your home, from smart thermostats and whole-
house music systems to remote controls and complete home automation 
systems. Home theater equipment is included, as are systems that’ll make 
the lights in your home function like you never imagined they could. And 
what would a smart house be without security? Surveillance cameras, 
remote monitoring systems, electronic door locks, and more are covered, 
as well. In each of seven main product categories, we’ve honored several 
entries as award winners. While every product is this guide is worthy of 
your attention, these award-winners are de�nitely worth a closer look 
as you start your journey toward creating a smarter, more e�cient, more 
manageable home.

—Lisa Montgomery
lmontgomery@ehpub.com

Get the Goods: Game-Changing 
Home Technology

EDITOR'S NOTE

INSIDE:
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Headphones ...............5
Home Control ............6
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PEERLESS-AV XTREME 
OUTDOOR SOUNDBAR 
The Peerless-AV Xtreme Outdoor Soundbar works 
with any TV or display on the market, and is the 
only powered outdoor soundbar sold today, 
offering 60 watts of power, and full-range audio 
(50Hz 20kHz) to produce higher quality audio at 
greater levels. It is IP65-rated, which means it can 
stay outside year round.  $699; peerless-av.com

SONOS TRUEPLAY 
The Sonos Trueplay provides music lovers an 
entirely new experience with the songs they 
already know and love. The custom tuning 
software fine-tunes a Sonos speaker to produce 
sound that’s true to the music and right for the 
room. It allows the listener to more fully engage 
with song details and sonic qualities normally 
inaudible in most speakers, including Bluetooth 

models. All of this is made possible through the power of sophisticated 
software paired with a simple user experience built into hardware that is 
designed to last for decades to come. Free; sonos.com
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ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS 

VICOUSTIC FLEXI WAVE   
The Vicoustic Flexi Wave is a hybrid 
panel, effective as both an acoustic 
absorber and diffuser a concept 
that Vicoustic has been one of 
the first to implement. The shape 
and material of the wooden frame 
enhances vocal and musical clarity, 
while the fabric on both sides of each panel helps control reflections. With 
five wood finishes and eight fabrics to choose from, Flexi Wave can blend 
into the existing decor of any space. Flexi Wave comes in two lengths, 
and these two sizes come together perfectly to make a beautiful pattern. 
$110/$175; vicousticna.com 

SPEAKERCRAFT AIM LCR FIVE SERIES 
The SpeakerCraft AIM LCR FIVE Series 
speakers feature pivoting ba es, which 
let you aim the midrange drivers and/or 
tweeters, allowing sound from the front 
speakers to come together for better 
imaging. The speakers are intended for use 
in both a stereo setup and a home theater, 
providing greater channel separation, spatial 
imaging, and dynamic response. The AIM 
LCR FIVE Series is the top-of-the-line, in-wall 
series using Kevlar woofers and an aluminum-magnesium tweeter.   
$299-$529; speakercraft.com

LOUDSPEAKERS & SOUNDBARS 
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NEAR NEARSCAPES 4.1 
The NEAR NEARSCAPES 4.1 is an 
outdoor speaker system in which the 
speaker drivers are placed flush with 
the front edge of the enclosure, yielding 
120-degree dispersion. This means 
only four speakers not the typically 
eight are needed to fill the same area. 
Competing systems typically offer just 
one wiring/power option, either low 
impedance (8-Ohms) or 70V-only with a single power tap. NEARSCAPES 
4.1 can operate in either mode and allow a wide range of power settings 
in the 70V mode. The sound can be “sculpted” to your needs. Metal alloy 
cones and non-mechanical transducer suspensions mean that suspension 
and cone stiffness do not appreciably vary from -20 to +160 degrees F. 
The system comes with four ground post or bracket-mounted speakers 
and an in-ground subwoofer for high clarity, deep bass, and ultra-low 
distortion. $2,599; nearspeakers.com/nearscapes

BEALE STREET AUDIO IC6-MB IN-CEILING SPEAKERS 
The Beale Street Audio IC6-MB In-
Ceiling Speakers feature “Sonic Vortex” 
technology, by which the single main 
port of the speaker’s enclosure is 
separated into multiple smaller ports 
and spread throughout multiple stacked 
sections called “fins” that are tuned to 
spec. The fins compress and move air at 
a high rate of speed without port noise 
and also add to cabinet rigidity.  The end 
result: speakers that produce deep, rich bass and exceptional clarity that 
you would not expect out of such a small enclosure. Another advantage 
is flatter frequency response and a 6 to 9 db boost in the mid-lower bass 
ranges compared to sealed enclosure or traditional ported models. $239;  
bealestreetaudio.com

“ rueplay fine-tunes 
your Sonos speaker to 
produce sound that’s 
true to the music and 
right for the room.”

“ roducing full-range audio - k  and 
ideal for residential applications  the eerless-  treme utdoor 
Soundbar features  watts of power  luetooth compatibility  an 

 rating  and universal mounting capabilities.”
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LG MUSIC FLOW 
The LG Music Flow is a wireless multi-room audio 
system available in a variety of sizes so that 
consumers can pick and choose components to 
customize their listening experience, and easily 
add more speakers as needed, rather than having 
to commit to a full system upfront.  Additionally, 
the LG Music Flow Player App enables users to 
stream music from their Internet-connected 

devices, including phones, tablets, and computers, to independent 
speakers or the whole system simultaneously via a Dual-Band Wi-
Fi (2.4/5GHz) Mesh Network. The system’s Auto Music Play function 
automatically detects a compatible mobile device whenever a phone 
comes within one foot of the speakers, which maximizes convenience for 
listeners on the go. By adding a soundbar to the network, the system can 
also function as a surround-sound solution. The LG Music Flow is one of 
the first multi-room audio systems to feature Google Cast, which allows 
users to send music from their Android phone or tablet, iPhone, iPad, Mac, 
Windows laptop, or Chromebook directly to the speaker or soundbar. Users 
can enjoy audio quality beyond what traditional audio systems have offered 
with Music Flow and Google Cast, because the music is sent from the cloud, 
not mirrored from the mobile device. This particular aspect of Google 
Cast ensures that other phone operations such as incoming calls or text 
messages do not disrupt the music playback. $179-$999; lg.com/us

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO SYSTEMS 
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RIVA AUDIO RIVA S SPEAKER  
The RIVA Audio RIVA S 
Bluetooth Speaker features 
TrueWireless technology, 
which allows for a true 
stereo speaker arrangement. 
With best-in-class audio 
performance from the patented Trillium technology employing ADX audio 
drivers, the RIVA S has 30 watts of power (highest in class), and a robust 
battery with 13 hours of battery playing lifetime at 70 dB. The Phono 
Mode adds up to 9dB of gain to the speaker’s output and provides a 
clean, uncompressed signal suitable for vinyl.  $249.99; rivaaudio.com

SONOS PLAY:5 SPEAKER
The Sonos PLAY:5 Speaker delivers 
pristine lossless audio, has great 
Wi-Fi range, and takes the phone 
and its annoying notifications out of 
the music experience. The PLAY:5 
also works seamlessly with all Sonos 
speakers and components to allow 
you to effortlessly play music in any room or every room of the home with 
the simple-to-use Sonos Controller app on your smart device. Designed 
as a smart speaker, it fine-tunes its sound to bring all the energy and 
emotion the artist packed into their recording. $499; sonos.com

VIZIO SB4051-C0 SOUND BAR  
The VIZIO-C0 
SB4051 Sound Bar 
is enhanced with 
DTS and Dolby 
Digital technology, 
immersing you in 
movies, games, 
and music like 
never before. 
A wireless 
subwoofer with a 
6” driver for exceptional deep bass performance conveniently pairs with 
discrete rear satellite speakers and the Sound Bar to create  a true 5.1 
surround-sound experience, without the need for wires running across 
the room. Digital audio inputs (HDMI, optical, and coaxial), and multiple 
stereo analog audio inputs enable up to five devices to be connected 
at once. You can also enjoy the added convenience of Bluetooth, and 
with support for aptX encoding, this home theater sound bar system 
can stream audio directly from your smartphone, tablet, laptop, or other 
Bluetooth-enabled devices in exceptional, near CD-quality. $229.99; 
vizio.com
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“L ’s usic Flow family of wireless speakers and soundbars with 
subwoofers  featuring oogle ast  offers consumers a premium 
home audio network that fits their budget and connected home.”
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GOLDENEAR TECHNOLOGY SUPERSUB XXL SUBWOOFER
The GoldenEar SuperSub XXL Subwoofer 
utilizes the company’s patent-pending 
Vibration Cancelling Technology. This 
focuses all of the energy produced by 
the transducers to effectively move the 
air in the room. The incorporation of 
a sophisticated 56-bit DSP Electronics 
Package with a 192 kHz sample rate and 
1,600 watts results in rock-solid bass 
response that is both exceptionally fast 
and tuneful for music, yet deep and powerful for the most extreme movie 
sound effects. All of this performance and technology is contained in a 
small, less than 18-inch cube. $1,999.99; goldenear.com

SUBWOOFERS

ARTISON, LLC RCC NANO 1  
MICRO-SUBWOOFER  
The Artison RCC Nano 1 Micro-subwoofer bucks 
the stereotype of small subwoofers being weak 
in terms of audio output, and substituting deep, 
defined bass with loud but limited performance 
that doesn’t blend with an otherwise robust 
system. The RCC Nano 1 relies on Artison’s 
industry-leading reactance cancelling (vibration 

free) design for frequency response and secure placement. The result is 
a level of performance that is usually associated with subwoofers several 
times the size and price. Other features: dual drivers and an aluminum 
enclosure. $999; artisonusa.com
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“ he rtison  
 ano   

icro-subwoofer  
features dual 
drivers and 
a reactance 
cancelling 
vibration-free

design in an ultra-
compact aluminum 
enclosure.”
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OPPO DIGITAL PM-3 
PORTABLE CLOSED-
BACK PLANAR MAGNETIC 
HEADPHONES
The OPPO PM-3 Headphones utilize a planar 
magnetic driver, a technology fairly uncommon in 
an increasingly crowded closed-back headphone 
market. Technological breakthroughs achieved 

during the PM-1’s development, such as the 7-layer double-side voice 
coil diaphragm design and FEM-optimized neodymium magnet system, 
enabled the reduction of the weight of the planar magnetic drivers 
while maintaining excellent sound quality and high sensitivity. In the 
PM-3’s planar magnetic driver, sound is generated by a very thin and 
light diaphragm, which is driven in a symmetric pull-push manner, and 
the magnetic system and conductor patterns have been optimized for 
maximum sensitivity and consistency. This allows the diaphragm to 
generate very stable and linear piston-like vibrations, ensuring phase 
coherence and high resolution performance with minimal distortion.  
The PM-3 driver’s smaller size and high sensitivity make up for the 
shortcomings of traditional planar magnetic technology, such as being 
difficult to drive and having a weight that can be uncomfortably heavy. 
This all-new 55-mm diameter round driver is especially suitable for a 
lightweight, closed-back design like the PM-3. Boasting audiophile-grade 
performance, elegant styling, and exceptional comfort, these headphones 
are a great match for music players, amplifiers, iPhones, and Android 
phones. $399; oppodigital.com

PURO SOUND LABS BT2200 KIDS HEADPHONES 
The Puro Sound Labs BT2200 Kids 
Headphones feature Puro’s Balanced 
Response technology, and a robust 
battery with 18 hours of playing time 
and 200 hours standby. The BT2200 
studio-grade Bluetooth headphone 
with built-in microphone was 
designed for use by kids, boasting 
volume limiting ear protection that 
limits the output to 85dB (maximum safe listening level) via Bluetooth  
or Puro Limiter cable for an auxiliary wired experience. $79.99;  
purosound.com

PURO SOUND LABS BT5200 BLUETOOTH 
HEADPHONES 
Puro Sound Labs BT5200 Bluetooth 
Headphones feature an advanced 
volume monitoring and interactive 
reporting system, by which 
an advanced microprocessor 
continually monitors and accurately 
reports the volume levels 
measured in decibels. The multi-
colored LED indicator provides 
users with an interactive experience that will guide and educate them 
on the way to safer listening. Combined with Puro’s Balanced Response 
technology, robust battery with 24 hours of playing life and 200 hours 
standby, the Puro Sound BT5200 is the first headphones to use advanced 
technology to address noise-induced hearing loss, while delivering studio 
grade sound. $109.99; purosound.com 

“The OPPO Digital PM-3 Headphones boast audiophile 
performance, elegant styling, and exceptional comfort, and 
feature OPPO planar magnetic driver technology. These closed-
back headphones are a great match for music players  amplifiers  
iPhones, and Android phones.”
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ENERGY MONITORING DEVICES & SERVICES  

EARTH NETWORKS 
WEATHERBUG  
MOBILE APP 
The Earth Networks WeatherBug Mobile App 
integrates weather data, information from 
connected thermostats, and utility meter data 
to provide consumers with unmatched real-time 
analytics on how weather impacts their current 

energy usage so that they can make smarter home energy efficiency 
and utility costs decisions.  From within the WeatherBug Home area of 
the mobile app consumers can connect to their preferred smart home 
services, including connected thermostat partners Honeywell and Nest, 
open smart home platform partner Samsung SmartThings, as well as 
utility data from Accelerated Innovations’ MyMeter. Once connected, 
consumers gain access to predictive energy usage and costs, insights that 
empower them to control and optimize their energy efficiency and costs, 
while maintaining comfort and safety. WeatherBug Home’s thermostat 
temperature analytics estimate daily and monthly HVAC costs, as well as 
energy use, by thermodynamically modeling energy used against current 
and forecasted weather. This thermodynamic model approach enables 
significant energy efficiency savings and intelligent demand response 
through the optimization and automated control of HVAC systems, 
appliances, and more. Free; weatherbughome.com/tstat

PANAMAX  
POWER360 SERIES
The Panamax Power360 Series of products 
include next-generation power stations 
designed to protect against power fluctuations 
while charging all types of electronic devices.
The Power360 Series turns a simple electrical 
outlet into a serious power station for any 

electronic device. In the event of a power spike, the Power360’s Protect-
or-Disconnect circuitry will disconnect all power to connected equipment 
before any damage can occur. Additionally, Power360’s SmartGuard 
technology monitors incoming voltage and will automatically disconnect 
power to connected equipment in a prolonged unsafe voltage event 
(such as a brownout or lost neutral condition) and then automatically 
reset power when conditions are safe. Every product in the Power360 
line includes the Circle of Protection indicator, which provides three 
vital pieces of information in real-time, right on the front of the unit. The 
Protection indicator identifies that connected devices are protected from 
power surges; the Voltage indicator confirms that the incoming voltage is 
in a safe range; and the Wiring indicator shows that the home’s wiring is 
performing safely. $39.95-$79.95; panamax.com

MIDDLE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS SERIES PROTECTION 
COMPACT SURGE DEVICE
The Middle Atlantic Products 
Series Protection Compact Surge 
Device offers fast-responding 
technology in a compact stand-
alone surge-protection appliance. 
Engineered to ensure system 
reliability by effectively absorbing 
surges without contaminating the system ground, the device safeguards 
against both under- and over-voltage events with automatic recovery that 
does not require any hard resets after surge events. Capable of uniquely 
anticipating and detecting surges before a voltage spike reaches extreme 
levels, the innovation reduces system downtime. Its low-profile design 
makes it easy to fit into tight spaces, like behind a flat-panel TV. $270; 
middleatlantic.com

POWER MANAGEMENT, CONDITIONING & BACKUP  

“Half of a home’s energy bill is impacted by weather. The 
WeatherBug Mobile App analyzes the weather’s impact on energy 
use, and provides analytics on how to stay comfortable, while 
reducing energy costs.”
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“Designed to look as 
good as they perform, 
the affordably priced 
Panamax Power360 
Series is changing 
the way consumers 
view protection and 
USB charging in their 
homes.” 

20
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WINNER
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THERMOSTATS  

CRESTRON MY 
CRESTRON RESIDENTIAL 
MONITORING SERVICE
The Crestron My Crestron Residential Monitoring 
Service displays information about all of a home 
system integrator’s Crestron systems on an 
online dashboard to provide a comprehensive 
status update at a single glance. The dashboard 

can be customized to create different customer groups to prioritize 

TORUS POWER TOT AVR 
The Torus Power TOT AVR 
uses a Plitron toroidal isolation 
transformer to magnetically 
isolate the audio/video system 
from noise artifacts on the 
electrical powerline. The toroidal 
isolation transformer provides high levels of instantaneous current, 
making sure even dynamic components such as high-performance power 
amplifiers are never starved for power. The TOT AVR combines a 10Amp 
isolation transformer with Automatic Voltage Regulation to provide clean 
power to A/V systems. $1,995; toruspower.com 

APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC BACK-UPS CONNECT BGE50ML
The APC Back-UPS Connect 
BGE50ML breaks the mold of a 
traditional UPS by being designed 
to run low-power networking 
equipment for extended periods 
of time, enabling critical Internet 
access during outages. The 
Back-UPS Connect allows critical 
networking systems to stay online 
and functional for hours after a power interruption, while also providing 
precious battery backup to smartphones and tablets. It features a 
removable lithium-ion mobile power pack designed to protect home 
networks from power disturbances and provide charging power for 
mobile devices. $139.99; apc.com/shop/us/en/products/APC-Back-UPS-
Connect-50-120V-Lithium-Ion-Network-Backup-and-Mobile-Power-Pack/
P-BGE50ML 

REMOTE HOME MONITORING & MANAGEMENT  

support for homeowners’ monitoring/maintenance programs. If any 
performance issues arise at a home, the home systems integrator receives 
instant SMS and/or email notification, which enables proactive service 
that minimizes or eliminates inconveniences to homeowners and reduces 
service calls. Monitoring is facilitated by the cloud. Free to home systems 
integrators;  crestron.com/resources/design-install-tools/my-crestron-
residential-monitoring 

ELAN HOME SYSTEMS INTERCOM 
The ELAN Intercom allows users to link separate ELAN systems, including 
those running on different networks across multiple locations, to create an 
interconnected global communications platform. Unlike hardware-based 
intercom systems, the Elan system’s new software-based feature utilizes 
the A/V infrastructure that’s already established in a a home. The intercom 
supports virtually unlimited zones, and can share speakers with a multi-
room audio and video system, with the home’s current televisions and IP 
cameras. It also integrates with third-party door stations for audio/video 
monitoring, enabling communication with visitors at an intercom from any 
ELAN interface, whether it’s wall-mounted, wireless, or mobile. 
Free with ELAN 7.2 Software; elanhomesystems.com 

D-LINK WI-FI WATER SENSOR (DCH-S160) 
The D-Link DCH-S160 is a compact Wi-Fi Water Sensor that can save 
households thousands of dollars by detecting water and alerting users 
before serious problems arise. Offering simple setup, the sensor connects 
to an existing home network for placement near any appliance or location 
in the home where a water leak may occur. In addition, the Wi-Fi Water 
Sensor can be paired with the new Wi-Fi Siren (DCH-S220) to generate an 
additional audio alarm from another room or even a different location.    
$59.99; dlink.com

“The Crestron Residential Monitoring Service provides real-time 
data dealers can harness to ensure optimum system performance 
while increasing homeowner peace of mind.”
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VENSTAR COLORTOUCH 
SMART THERMOSTAT
The Venstar ColorTouch Thermostat features 
a touchscreen that can be used as a digital 
picture frame for a gallery of up to 100 photos. 
Users can program up to four heating/cooling 
setpoints per day (morning, day, evening, night) 
for 365 days/year. One-touch “Home” and 

“Away” buttons on the thermostat and mobile app let users immediately 
change the thermostat to pre-set settings. The thermostat also provides 
detailed information about energy usage, including heating and cooling 

“Venstar’s ColorTouch 
Smart Thermostat 
helps homeowners 
easily manage and 
control their energy 
costs through the use of 
Venstar’s free Skyport 
mobile app or at the 
thermostat itself, which 
features a simple-to-use 
color touchscreen.” 

20
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runtime reports, as well as daily, weekly and monthly runtime graphs. It 
includes alerts, including supply air temperature, time for service, air filter 
replacement, humidity pad replacement, and more. Users can remotely 
control it with Venstar’s free Skyport mobile app from their Apple iOS, 
Android, and BlackBerry mobile devices, or from the Web to instantly 
access and control multiple thermostats at numerous locations.  
Users can enable security settings, including setting a passcode, setting 
View Only access, disabling mode changes, disabling/enabling override, 
and enabling setpoint limits. $189; venstar.com/thermostats/colortouch

VENSTAR VOYAGER THERMOSTAT
The Venstar Voyager Thermostat delivers 
a rich feature set at an affordable price 
point that enables users to reduce 
energy costs with local or remote 
operation via the “Internet of Things” 
Wi-Fi, ZigBee, or Z-Wave modules. Users 
can access the Voyager Thermostat via 
Venstar’s free Skyport mobile app which 
supports Apple, Android, and BlackBerry 
devices.  $129; venstar.com/thermostats/voyager 

NORTEK SECURITY & CONTROL GOCONTROL SMART 
BATTERY-POWERED THERMOSTAT 
The Nortek GoControl Smart Battery-
Powered Thermostat is a breeze to install 
and integrate with a Z-Wave-enabled smart 
home hub opens homeowners up to a world 
of possibilities. In conjunction with a Z-Wave 
enabled smart home hub, homeowners can 
quickly and easily monitor and control a 
home heating and cooling system remotely 
or at home. Rules and scenes set up through 
the Z-Wave enabled smart home hub allows 
homeowners to easily activate a temperature setting of choice during 
the day, when they leave for work, before they come home from work, 
and at night. The GoControl thermostat features a large, backlit LCD, 
and works with any standard HVAC system. $99; nortekcontrol.com/
gocontrol 

HAIKU HOME BY BIG ASS SOLUTIONS  
HAIKU WALL CONTROL 
The Haiku Home Haiku Wall Control can be 
conveniently installed alongside standard 
light switches behind a basic switchplate. Its 
built-in connectivity and ability to act as both 
a manual control hub and an automatically 
responsive smart control for ceiling fans, lights, 
and thermostats makes it a truly unique piece 
of technology. Users can group and unify the 
operation of multiple connected lights and ceiling 
fans through the easy-to-navigate interface of 
the Haiku Home app. The Haiku Wall Control 
works with the Nest Learning Thermostat. $125; 
haikuhome.com 

LOGITECH HARMONY 
ELITE REMOTE
The Logitech Harmony Elite Remote solves a 
common issue occurring in today’s smart homes: 
A majority of today’s connected home devices are 
focused on providing a service (turning on a light, 
opening a door) from a mobile app, but these 
controls can’t exist in a silo. The true power of the 

smart home is unlocked through a streamlined and cohesive experience. 
Imagine how great it would be to press one button, “Goodnight,” and 
have all the lights in the house turn off, the front door lock, the cable box 
and DVD player power down, and the automated window shades lower. 
With the Logitech Harmony Elite Remote, this scenario isn’t a dream, 
it’s a reality. The remote works with an ever-growing range of more 
than 270,000 popular home theater and connected home devices and 
brands, from HDTVs and streaming media players, to lights, thermostats, 
motorized window shades and more. With the Logitech Harmony Elite, 
you can manage an entire smart home from a single remote, or through 
your smartphone or tablet devices remotely with the Logitech Harmony 
mobile app. $349.99; logitech.com/en-us/product/harmony-elite 

RTI CORP. KX3 TOUCHSCREEN
The RTI KX3 Touchscreen is a powerful, self-
contained control system that combines 
the capabilities of a touchscreen controller 
and an advanced processor in one device. 
With a control processor on board, the 
unit delivers powerful two-way control 
and feedback without the expense of an 
additional processor, and even allows a 
wireless remote to be utilized for control via 
the built-in ZigBee antenna. A completely 
customizable interface allows home systems 
integrators to provide customers with 
intuitive control over a smart home. $799; rticorp.com 

UNIVERSAL REMOTES & USER INTERFACES  

“The Logitech Harmony 
Elite is the most 
powerful and intuitive 
Harmony remote yet, 
offering seamless 
control of your entire 
entertainment system 
and connected home.”
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of the Year

WINNER
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LUTRON ELECTRONICS 
HOMEKIT-ENABLED 
CASÉTA WIRELESS  
SMART BRIDGE
The Lutron HomeKit-Enabled Caséta Wireless 
Smart Bridge was designed to create a 
comfortable home environment, provide peace 
of mind, simplify your life, and help save energy 

at an affordable price. A perfect entry into the smart home, the lighting 
and atmosphere can be conveniently controlled and customized with the 
Caséta Wireless Smart Bridge. With Lutron being a leader in the lighting 
control industry with a strong reputation for reliable solutions, several 
third-party manufacturers have chosen to make their products compatible 
with Caséta Wireless. Lutron has formed alliances for Caséta Wireless 
with the Nest Learning Thermostat, Honeywell Wi-Fi thermostats, Logitech 
Harmony remotes, Alarm.com, Staples Connect, Wink, Comcast Xfinity 
Home, and IFTTT, to name a few, ensuring a fully integrated smart home. 
In fact, Cas ta Wireless was one of the first products to support Apple 
HomeKit, making it easier and more convenient than ever for people to 
control their lights with Siri voice control. $150; lutron.com

URC MRX-8 COMPACT NETWORK WHOLE-HOUSE 
CONTROLLER
The URC MRX-8 Compact 
Controller offers consumers 
the opportunity to add 
a robust, professionally 
installed automation 
system to their homes 
at an attractive starting 
price of $599. The MRX-8 
is compatible with popular 
brands such as Lutron, 
Honeywell, Sonos, Nest, and 
countless others for whole-house control of A/V, lights, HVAC, security, 
door locks and beyond. It’s also Z-Wave capable by a URC Gateway, 
which allows thousands of Z-Wave devices to be controlled. Many home 
automation systems require replacement of the central processor when 
upgrading. The MRX-8 does not. And, it can be serviced from off premises. 
$599; universalremote.com 

SAVANT METROPOLITAN LIGHTING KEYPAD
The Savant Metropolitan is the first 
lighting keypad with digital volume 
control. By bringing an entertainment 
element into the lighting experience, 
Metropolitan makes it easier for 
homeowners to create an atmosphere 
upon entering any room, and allows 
for synced, seamless control from the 
Savant App interface. The dial on the 
keypad can also be assigned a dimming 
function, which lets homeowners adjust 
the lights with a simple twist, rather than 
having to use multiple button presses. Additionally, because Metropolitan 
is configured in Savant’s proprietary Blueprint software, home systems 
integrators can easily assign keypad buttons to do anything else in the 
home, from arming the security system to starting a movie. $250;  
savant.com 

RTI CORP. T3X REMOTE CONTROL
The RTI T3x Remote Control boasts a wide range of 
innovative features, such as haptic feedback and a built-
in camera and microphone, With multiple wireless control 
options, including integrated 802.11b/g wireless Ethernet, 
the T3x allows home systems integrators to not only 
provide end users with the utmost in reliability but also 
update the T3x’s programming wirelessly, which speeds 
up installations and final system adjustments. In addition, 
support for Wi-Fi, 433-MHz RF, and 2.4-GHz ZigBee 
allows the remote to operate reliably in environments 
where RF communication can be difficult. For long-lasting 
performance, the T3x features an enhanced charging 
base equipped with a new connector for ultra-reliable 
charging performance. Extremely flexible, the T3x 
controller can be used as a standalone device or be 
integrated seamlessly into a system equipped with RTI’s 
XP processor for two-way control and feedback from A/V 
components, HVAC systems, and more. $999;  rticorp.com 

CONTROL4 T3 SERIES 7-INCH TABLETOP TOUCH SCREEN
The Control4 T3 Series Touch Screen 
provides homeowners with a portable 
device that can offer personalized 
control over lighting, security devices, 
thermostats, and more. Gesture-
capable features bring a new elegant 
and natural way of user interaction, 
along with a built-in HD video camera 
and high-performance audio. It’s easy 
to carry with you, comfortable to use, 
instantly responsive to your inputs, ready to serve your communication 
needs, easy to personalize automation settings with, and beautiful to 
browse your media on. $900; control4.com

WHOLE HOUSE CONTROLS & AUTOMATION SYSTEMS  

“ he Lutron as ta ireless is an affordable  easy-to-install 
connected home solution that controls dimmers, motorized shades 
and thermostats, via a remote control app on your smartphone, 
tablet, or Apple Watch.”

20
16
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DYNAQUIP CONTROLS WATERCOPPRO INTEGRATED 
The DynaQuip WaterCopPRO 
Integrated offers the benefits of the 
company’s leak detection systems 
plus more. The control panel offers 
visual status, simple user controls, on-
board relays, standard security, and 
integration with home automation 
systems.  The control panel tells users 
which flood sensor was triggered, 
saving time in finding where the leak 
has occurred. $700-$1,000; watercop.com

AUTONOMIC CONTROLS KP-6 DESIGNER KEYPAD 
The Autonomic Controls KP-6 Designer Keypad 
enables homeowners to instantaneously enjoy 
key functions of their Autonomic Mirage Audio 
System without having to access an app on 
their phone or tablet. Features such as power, 
volume, and source/skip-track, along with user-
customizable presets are now available at the 
touch of a button. Using the Mirage Media 
Controller app for iOS/Android, users can 
tailor the system to their exact preferences by 
curating favorite music programs (playlists, local 
music albums, Pandora or SiriusXM stations, 
etc.), which can be saved as presets on the 
KP-6 keypad by simply pressing and holding the preset button. The KP-6 
is a designer-friendly keypad that can easily match the wall paint or room 
decor by swapping out the faceplate with any Lutron Designer Style 
faceplate. $299; autonomic-controls.com 

ELGATO EVE ROOM 
The Elgato Eve Room is the first HomeKit-
compatible product based on Bluetooth.
Learn how to feel better in your home, 
powered by a sophisticated sensor 
analyzing volatile organic compounds 
(VOC).  $79.95; elgato.com/en/eve/eve-
room

CRESTRON ELECTRONICS PYNG 
The Crestron Pyng enables 
the setup of complete home 
automation systems of any size 
right from an iPad. New devices 
that can be automated through 
Pyng include ceiling fans, 
ONVIF surveillance cameras, 
RGB LED control, and Cresnet and Ethernet wired devices. Convenient 
source-sharing allows homeowners to share music throughout the home 
all from a single window without navigating through multiple pages. It 
boasts seamless integration with Crestron’s complete product line. Built-in 
monitoring and management capabilities in Pyng enable home systems 
integrators to provide more proactive, value-added service to ensure 
flawless performance and customer satisfaction. $599 for the Pyng hub;
crestron.com/products/line/crestron-pyng-home-automation-ipad-app

HUNTER DOUGLAS POWERVIEW MOTORIZATION 
The Hunter Douglas PowerView 
Motorization offers precise control of 
numerous different window treatment 
styles, whether up, down, tilt, or traverse 
for a total of 36 styles/configurations.  
For the simplest in-room control, 
the easy-to-use Pebble Remote (for 
handheld use) and Surface Remote 
(for wall-mounted convenience) let 
you easily control and adjust a single 
window treatment or an entire room with the push of a button.  The 
artfully designed PowerView Pebble is available in seven on-trend colors, 
and the PowerView Surface is available in three colors to complement any 
decor. For advanced control, the PowerView App turns a smartphone or 
tablet into a remote control for all window treatments in a home. It also 
allows users to personalize the interface, with customizable color and icon 
libraries (100-plus icons). Scenes can be created within individual rooms 
and compiled into multiple room scenes to activate a whole host of activity 
throughout the home with a single press. As a bonus, a sunrise/sunset 
scheduling feature automatically adjusts to the exact times by geographic 
location. Starts at $275 per window treatment;  hunterdouglas.com/
operating-systems/powerview-motorization 

INSTEON HUB 
The Insteon Hub features 
compatibility with several of the 
industry’s most popular home 
automation products, including the 
Amazon Echo, the Logitech Harmony 
Elite universal remote, and the Nest 
learning thermostat, among others. Because the Insteon Hub streamlines 
control of so many devices, it’s easy for do-it-yourselfers to start 
smartening up homes, and more than 200 different Insteon products are 
readily available at local retailers such as Best Buy, Costco, Home Depot, 
Sears, and Walmart. The Insteon Hub retails for approximately $79.99 and 
most Insteon devices are priced anywhere from $29.99 to $49.99. With no 
monthly fees, consumers can start simple and continue to build out their 
connected home at their leisure. $79.99; insteon.com 
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METRA HOME THEATER 
GROUP ETHEREAL 
HDM-GA1 GIGABIT 
ACCELERATOR
The Metra Home Theater Group Ethereal HDM-
GA1 Gigabit Accelerator simplifies the upgrade 
to true 4K video by rebuilding the video channels 
to a quality level that exceeds the HDMI 2.0A 

standard while also fixing the data timing clock channel. The Ethereal 
HDM-GA1 transforms any passive HDMI cable to 4K/4:4:4 color with 
HDR resolution without the need to add new cabling to a home. $399; 
metrahometheater.com 
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TRIPP LITE SRCOOL7KRM 
RACK-MOUNTED AIR 
CONDITIONING UNIT 
The Tripp Lite SRCOOL7KRM Rack-Mounted Air 
Conditioning Unit is the only AC unit available 
that’s designed to fit into a rack enclosure. With 
the SRCOOL7K, there is no need for a floor drain, 
water collection tank, or special electrical wiring. 

EIA-compliant, it affords plug-and-play rack cooling. $850; tripplite.com

SALAMANDER DESIGNS PULL-OUT RACK  
CARTRIDGE FOR CABINETS 
The Salamander Designs Pull-Out 
Rack Cartridge features tool-less 
removal and installation, and a 
cable management loom which 
allows for the removal of the rack 
from the cabinet with 360 degrees 
of access to components without 
disconnecting. Constructed with 
rugged 12-gage powder-coated 
steel, the Pull-Out Rack Cartridge is 
compatible with any Salamander cabinet. $649; salamanderdesigns.com

A/V RACKS & RACK ACCESSORIES 

COMPUTERS, WIRELESS NETWORKING DEVICES & STORAGE

“Metra Home Theater Group’s 
Ethereal HDM-GA1 Gigabit Accelerator 
gives homeowners the opportunity to 
use existing passive in-wall cables and 
have them transformed to 4K/60 4:4:4 
color HDR source-compatible cables 
through a USB connector.”

“Tripp Lite’s 
SRCOOL7KRM 
Rack-Mounted Air 
Conditioning Unit is the 
first E -compliant  self-
contained AC unit on the 
market that is designed 
to cool equipment in a 
rack enclosure.”

20
16

PRODUCTS
of the Year

WINNER

TP-LINK GOOGLE ONHUB 
APP AND ROUTER
The TP-Link Google OnHub app works with 
the OnHub router, making it easy for users to 
set up and manage their Wi-Fi networks from 
a smartphone or tablet. Users can set up the 
router in minutes and prioritize bandwidth 
to each device. The app also offers trouble-

shooting support so users can access their connection speed and identify 
a problem from anywhere. The router is designed to sit out in the open 
where it works best. It features fewer wires than most routers, a shell 
to keep the cords tidy, and integrated lighting that is subtle and useful. 
The OnHub’s antenna design combined with smart software continually 
work to enhance a home’s Wi-Fi connection. It is Bluetooth Smart, Weave, 
and 802.15.4 ready, so it can support a number of different smart home 
devices. $199.99; Tp-link.us

D-LINK AC3200 ULTRA WI-FI ROUTER (DIR-890L/R) 
The D-Link AC3200 Ultra Wi-Fi Router 
is like three wireless routers in one. It 
has a 2.4GHz wireless band offering 
speeds up to 600Mbps and two 
separate 5GHz wireless bands with 
speeds up to 1,300Mbps that all 
operate at the same time. This results 
in better support for lag-free online gaming, 4K media streaming, and 
FaceTime on more devices throughout the home. The DIR-890L/R chooses 

“ n ub  built by oogle and -Link  is a new router designed 
to keep up with the latest home technology and help make Wi-Fi 
faster  more secure  and easier to use.”

20
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ELEETUS SIMULATORS
The Eleetus Simulator is designed to provide 
realistic motion. The tilting of the Eleetus sim 
creates the true feeling of g forces in the turns, 
along with the stopping and accelerating. No 
other sim has as much side to side and forward 
and rear tilting. The Eleetus sim makes the 
screens move with the seat and the motion. 
Having the screens move with your motion truly 

captures for you a more realistic and fun experience. $34,999-$37,999; 
eleetus.com

from the three Wi-Fi bands and automatically connects each device on the 
network to the best, clearest band available for the strongest connection 
every time. In addition, Smart Beam Forming improves Wi-Fi coverage by 
directing bandwidth to devices as they move around the home.  $369.99; 
us.dlink.com/ 

ERGOTRONHOME WORKSPACE HUB27 
The ErgotronHome Workspace 
Hub27 gives users a standing 
workstation that can be used 
to work on a laptop, tablet, 
e-reader, or phone, while also 
offering storage and charging 
capabilities. The work surface 
on the Workspace can be 
raised or lowered up to 10 
inches to improve comfort and 
ergonomics. Its low profile allows it to be used in small spaces or high-
traffic areas of the home, while still leaving plenty of room in the interior 
to accommodate technology, gadgets, and other items. The interior is 
designed with a hidden lower compartment for placing a surge protector 
out of sight, and multiple rails run the length of the interior cubby for 
hanging the four interchangeable storage trays. The unit ships fully 
assembled and can be easily installed directly into drywall no need for 
studs. $349.95; ergotronhome.com

HOME THEATER ADD-ONS 

“The ‘shake and 
vibrate’ systems on 
the market certainly 
give you somewhat 
of a feel for the 
real thing  but the 
Eleetus sim provides 
the most realistic 
experience.”
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BEON HOME  
PROTECTION SYSTEM
The BeON Home Protection System marries 
two different markets together: home safety 
and security, and lighting. BeOn LED bulbs are 
more than just light bulbs, they comprise a 
complete system that uses light and an intelligent 
module built into the bulb to learn your living 

patterns and provide daily value through safety and security. Features like 
occupancy simulation, doorbell detection, slow fade, and exit lighting put 
BeON in a whole new category, using the light socket only to build new 
value. Although BeON provides users with a mobile app, only the security 
and safety features require its use and the daily lighting functions stay with 
the light switch, making it truly useful. $199 for set of 3 bulbs and app; 
beonhome.com

HAIKU HOME BY BIG ASS SOLUTIONS H SERIES CEILING FAN
The Haiku H Series Ceiling Fan 
represents an evolution of the 
ceiling fan which features sculpted 
airfoils and an ultra-efficient motor 
to move more air at low speeds, 
using less energy than traditional 
fans. Integrated SenseME 
Technology also reduces energy costs automatically, giving it a distinct 
edge over other fans which still require frequent user attention (and aren’t 
engineered to maximize airflow in the first place) to have any meaningful 
effect on conservation efforts. $995; haikuhome.com 

ELGATO AVEA FLARE 
The Avea Flare is a battery-powered, 
wirelessly-charged LED lamp that connects 
to a home network without any setup hassles 
directly to your smartphone using Bluetooth 
Smart technology. Avea Flare also outlasts 
its competition with 8 hours of charge time 
where its competitors last half as long. 
$99.95; elgato.com/en/smart/avea

FIXTURES, LED & FIBER OPTIC 
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LIGHTING CONTROLLERS & ACCESSORIES 

BASALTE SENTIDO 
The Basalte Sentido is an elegant and innovative 
keypad with a sleek and minimalistic European 
design that introduces to consumers a 
new generation of light switch. This unique, 
touch-sensitive keypad connects to home 
automation systems, resulting in a wide range of 
functionalities. The entire surface of the switch 

is touch-sensitive, offering an easy and unique way to control lights, 
motorized shades, and other devices. Features like the multi-touch, the 
scene sequencer, and the integrated temperature sensor make Sentido 
one of the most advanced switches for home automation systems. It 
combines sophisticated technical features and a sleek design. Pricing 
unavailable; basalte.be/en

CRESTON ELECTRONICS UNIVERSAL DIMMER  
MODULE CLX-2DIMU 
Crestron Universal Dimmer Modules 
work with virtually any type of lighting 
fixture, supporting four or eight 
channels of electronic and magnetic 
low-voltage, LED, incandescent, and 
2-wire dimmable fluorescent lighting 
loads. This means that homeowners 
can design a lighting system 
using any type of lamp or load without the added expense of different 
dimming modules for different lights.  From $900; crestron.com

IMPACT LIGHTING, INC. EPIC SYMPHONY 
The Impact Lighting Epic Symphony 
lighting system includes both frequency 
analysis controls and peak detection 
points, meaning that it will not only 
react to volume but also dynamics of 
the envelope and pitch. Multiple units 
can be combined into zones, which all 
can be configured to react differently to audio. The Epic Symphony also 
features an inboard microphone so ambient sound can actually be used 
to create a reactive environment. It is fully customizable through RS-232 
control, but also turnkey for the basic user. $650; epicsk tech.com/e ect

“The BeON Home Protection System is simple, thoughtful protection 
for you and your home when it matters most. The system creates a 
solution that makes security and safety available and accessible for 
everyone.”

“Basalte develops products with a sophisticated user interface and 
an elegant design for the smart home. The multifunctional keypad 
Sentido controls lights, scenes, and shades at the slightest touch.”
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MOTORIZED WINDOW TREATMENTS & WINDOWS 

CRESTRON 
ELECTRONICS 
ANGLED COUPLER 
BRACKET 
The Crestron Angled Coupler Bracket 
enables flawless installation of shades in 
corner windows or other openings like 
bay windows that are not in a straight 

line. It eliminates the need for individual motors and mounting 
hardware for each shade in a corner or bay window situation.  It 
delivers streamlined shade coverage with negligible gaps, better 
light control, and significant savings for homeowners all while 
providing virtually silent operation. Sold as part of complete 
shade configuration; crestron.com“ he restron ngled oupler racket enables flawless installation 

of shades in corner windows or other openings that are not in a 
straight line, such as bay windows.” 
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VIVINT SMART HOME 
DOORBELL CAMERA 
The Vivint Doorbell Camera offers homeowners 
expanded capabilities beyond simply observing 
what’s happening on their doorstep and 
conversing with visitors. Instead of acting in 
isolation from other smart home products, the 
Vivint Doorbell Camera provides a better user 
experience by being part of a rich ecosystem of 

connected smart home products, from automatic door locks to garage 
door controllers. The Vivint Doorbell Camera saves 30-second video clips 
and provides on-demand viewing for up to 45 days at no additional cost. 
Homeowners can also share clips with family and friends right from the 
mobile app. The wide-angle lens gives a clear, 180-degree view of the 
entire doorstep, day or night, and smart visitor detection technology 
ensures that the camera captures people, not pets.  The Vivint Doorbell 
Camera is compact and actually looks like a doorbell, not a security 
camera disguised as a doorbell. The Vivint Doorbell Camera is included 
in smart home packages from Vivint, which range from $39.99 
to $69.99 a month, with no upfront equipment costs and a $99 
activation fee; vivint.com

SCHLAGE SENSE SMART DEADBOLT 
The Schlage Sense Smart Deadbolt, 
which uses Bluetooth Smart technology, 
is Schlage’s most advanced lock system 
offering to date. Compatible with Apple 
HomeKit, it allows users to control their 
door locks as part of their connected 
homes. Apple HomeKit technology provides 
advanced security, with end-to-end 
encryption and authentication between 
the Schlage Sense Smart Deadbolt and an iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch, 
while also allowing homeowners to unlock their Schlage Sense Smart 
Deadbolt using Siri voice control. When paired with an Apple TV in the 
home, remote access is also possible. The Schlage Sense Smart Deadbolt 
features a sleek, low profile, contemporary design and is available in 
two styles, Camelot and Century, across a variety of finishes including 
Matte Black, Satin Nickel, and Aged Bronze. $229; schlage.com/en/
home 
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KWIKSET SIGNATURE SERIES DEADBOLTS  
WITH HOME CONNECT
The Kwikset Signature Series Deadbolts 
with Home Connect technology make the 
convenience, innovation, and safety of 
locks that can be remotely accessed more 
affordable than ever before.  In addition to 
providing homeowners with the ability to 
remotely access and control the lock from 
anywhere in the world using a smartphone, 
tablet, or Internet-connected device, 
the Signature Series also provides other 
advanced features for maximum security and convenience, including 
Kwikset’s patented SmartKey re-key technology, which allows homeowners 
to re-key their locks in seconds without removing the lock from the door; 
and BumpGuard technology to protect against lock bumping. $149;  
kwikset.com 

SECURITY PANELS & SENSORS 

ELK PRODUCTS, INC. TWO-WAY WIRELESS 
TECHNOLOGY
The Elk Products Two-Way Wireless Technology offers quick setup, 
increased battery life, enhanced home security, protection against 
hackers, and the ability to provide system status. The technology enables 
all devices in a security system to talk and listen so the system can verify 
and acknowledge receipt of the transmission. The two-way transmissions 
are encrypted for greater security and transmit at different frequencies 
each time to prevent the system from being hacked. Elk’s two-way keyfobs 
not only allow you to arm or disarm the system; they can also be used to 
check system status prior to entering the house. Price varies by device; 
elkproducts.com

“ he ivint oorbell amera is the first line of defense for smart 
homeowners.”

“Elk’s Two-Way 
Wireless Technology 
is more secure, 
hacker resistant, 
and easier to install 
than conventional 
wireless products.” 
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ICONTROL NETWORKS PIPER 
NV SURVEILLANCE CAMERA
The Icontrol Networks Piper nv Surveillance 
Camera provides fully customizable home security 
through its wide-angle lens. You can set up rules 
for what Piper does when you’re at home, away, 
or on vacation. For example, if motion is detected 
while I’m on vacation, sound the siren, record a 

video, and send me a text message. You can also be notified when things 
happen at home with a phone call or email and watch a video of what 
captured Piper’s attention. Add friends and family to your trusted circle 
and Piper will contact them if you’re unreachable. Within the camera view, 
watch live video and talk directly to occupants in the room. Piper is ideal 
for communicating with kids after school, pets while at work, housesitters 
while away, and for checking in on elderly parents or grandparents. By 
using a mobile device, you can automate your entire home with Piper: 
smart switches, door/window sensors, and light dimmers to keep your 
home automated and energy efficient. $279; getpiper.com 

D-LINK FULL HD ULTRA-WIDE VIEW WI-FI CAMERA 
The D-Link Full HD Ultra-Wide View Wi-Fi 
Camera delivers a wide-angle lens on a 
consumer fixed camera, making it ideal for 
monitoring  large rooms and areas with 
multiple entry points.  Utilizing unique de-
warping technology, the 180-degree Wide 
Eye lens is able to take a “fish eye” view and 
transform it into a more viewable video stream 
with less distortion. In addition, thanks to a 
microSD card slot, users have more flexibility 
to record video locally to the camera without 
impacting network or Internet bandwidth, all 
with no recurring monthly fees. Users can choose from different options 
for recording based on event trigger, schedule, or continuous recording. 
$199.99; us.dlink.com 

SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS

“ iper is the first all-in-one home security  video monitoring  and 
automation device that delivers users a new and smart way to 
interact with their homes and monitor what’s important.”

LILIN AMERICAS NVR2400-2X4TB 16-CHANNEL REDUNDANT 
NETWORK VIDEO RECORDER
The Lilin Americas NVR2400 
features your choice of RAID 0, 
RAID 1, or RAID 5 support for data 
redundancy. If a hard drive failure 
occurs, the data would be recovered 
once a replacement drive is installed. In addition, this recorder features 
dual redundant power supplies and supports redundant Ethernet 
networking. The NVR2400 series provides options a wide variety of 
stored video retention options for up to 42TB of recorded video storage. 
Whether it’s from a touchscreen, mouse, LILIN twist zoom keyboard, or IR 
remote control, easy-to-navigate menus are also provided. The recorder 
also supports USB, network backup, and HDMI output, as well as full 
NAV support, and web-based remote viewing from an iPhone or Android 
device. $2,039; lilin.us 

SMANOS UFO WIFI PANORAMIC CAMERA 
The smanos UFO WiFi Panoramic Camera 
features surveillance-grade camera 
components and algorithms, such as a 
high-definition fisheye lens, IR-cut filter, 
and panoramic auto correction. The 
unique design and shape also ensure 
that it is perceived as a smoke detector 
or thermostat when mounted on the 
ceiling or a wall. $199; smanos.us
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LG FLAT OLED 4K TV 
(MODEL 65EF9500, 65-INCH 
DISPLAY) 
The LG OLED 4K TV is not just a new TV, it’s a 
new category of television. LG’s EF9500 series 
represents the world’s first flat 4K Ultra HD 
resolution OLED TV displays. It combines the 
perfect black and incredible color of OLED with 

the intense detail of 4K Ultra HD to display the ultimate in picture quality. 
OLED’s revolutionary technology lets consumers enjoy an awe-inspiring 
picture, even from wide viewing angles. Blacks rendered by LG’s OLED 
TV are up to 200 times deeper than those of an LCD panel, creating an 
infinite contrast ratio and bringing colors to life. The EF9500 is the first 
fully high dynamic range (HDR)-enabled OLED TV, allowing consumers 
to display HDR content from both external devices and streaming 
content partners, such as Amazon Video. HDR promises to deliver a 
more expansive range of darkness, brightness, and shadow detail, 
further enhancing the viewing experience. As a bonus, LG’s webOS Smart 
TV platform offers a simple, easy-to-use interface with lightning quick 
transitions between live TV, streaming services, and external devices. 
$4,999; lg.com  

VIZIO REFERENCE SERIES RS65-B2 
The VIZIO Series RS65-B2 boasts 
features like HDR with Dolby 
Vision content support, an 800 Nit 
display with 384 Active LED zones, 
Ultra Color Spectrum, and a 5.1 
soundbar. It provides a complete 
end-to-end solution for High 
Dynamic Range entertainment, 
which offers increased brightness, 
incredible contrast level, and 
extended color range. The full array of LEDs provides better uniformity 
of brightness across the screen, while the high light output delivers more 
natural and lifelike luminance highlights. The 384 Active LED Zones enable 
precise luminance control in individual zones, enabling a wider, more 
dynamic contrast range. While other HDR displays meet the P3 color 
space, which is roughly 78% of the Rec2020 color space specified for UHD, 
the Quantum Dot panel in the RS65-B2 exceeds P3 color space to reach 
87% of the Rec2020 color space. This equates to richer, more vibrant 
colors with future content. $5,999.99; vizio.com
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LIFTS & MOUNTS

MANTELMOUNT 
“The MantelMount’s patented construction 
combines high-quality automotive pistons 
with lightweight alloys and state-of-the-art 
counterbalance technology, allowing virtually 
anyone to easily pull a large flat-screen TV down 
off the wall, suspend it at eye-level in front of the 
fireplace, and swivel it left or right. Plus, a uniquely 

integrated sensor lets you know if the mount and the attached TV, when 
positioned near a fireplace, are getting too hot. $399; mantelmount.com

PEERLESS-AV DESIGNER SERIES UNIVERSAL ULTRA SLIM 
ARTICULATING WALL MOUNT 
The Peerless-AV DesignerSeries Universal 
Slim Articulating Wall Mount is one of the 
thinnest wall arm mounts on the market and 
is designed exclusively for ultra-thin displays. 
It features an innovative I-shaped adaptor 
plate, making it easy to access the back of the 
display and keep hardware hidden, as well as 
internal cable management, which provides 
a clean, professional look that transitions 
smoothly from the wall to the display. The 
razor-style dual-arm design offers the necessary stability of the articulating 
motion and the One-Touch tilt mechanism makes it easy to adjust the 
display without the use of tools. With a gloss black finish, the SUA771PU 
matches any decor. $479; peerless-av.com/en-us/professional/products/
SUA771PU 

“The LG 65EF9500 Flat 
OLED 4K TV represents 
the ultimate in display 
technology, combining 
the perfect black and 
incredible color of 
OLED technology with 
the intense detail of 
Ultra HD.”

“MantelMount is a full-range, up/down/left/right mount that makes 
every seat in the room the best seat in the house.”
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STEWART FILMSCREEN 
LUMINESSE EDGELESS FIXED 
FRAME WALL SCREEN
The Stewart Filmscreen LuminEsse Edgeless 
Fixed Frame Wall Screen is configured with 
nearly all of Stewart Filmscreen’s 4K+ rated front 
projection materials. This not only provides 
ease in ordering and specification, it delivers the 

best possible image for the given application. Screen material options 
include FireHawk G4 for ambient light rejecting scenarios, GrayHawk RS 
G4 for light-controlled situations, and StudioTek 130 G3 for dedicated 
theater or critical viewing environments. For ultra short throw projection 
applications, LuminEsse also excels. For these applications, a true matte 
screen is recommended, such as SnoMatte 100 or GrayMatte 70, and by 
virtue of LuminEsse’s ultra-slim bezel design, shadows from the projected 
light path are not cast upon the screen as can happen with alternative 
designs. This flat-panel-like projection screen system features an optional 
LED backlighting kit that enhances the ambiance and makes viewing more 
comfortable. When the screen is on, the perimeter lighting enriches on-
screen content and when off, can be used to set the mood of the room. 
Price varies depending on application; stewartfilmscreen.com 

FIREFX MODULAR  
MEDIA SYSTEM
The FIREFX Modular Media System has been over-
engineered,using  quality hardware and software 
design for durability and reliability. It is plug 
and play and completely modular, which means 
upgrades do not require throwing any FIREFX gear 
away as they are TCP/IP based and completely 

NEXUS 21 CONCEALMENT SYSTEMS CL-65 CEILING  
FLIP DOWN TV LIFT 
The Nexus 21 CL-65 Ceiling Flip Down TV Lift 
represents a completely new approach to 
the way ceiling flip down lifts have been built 
in the past. Rather than using unnecessarily 
complex gear drives, transmissions or blind 
motors, the flip down motion has been 
simplified through the use of dual linear 
actuators.  This linear actuation is the key to 
the many powerful features of the CL-65. The 
physics of linear actuation supply the CL-65 
with incredible strength and speed, despite 
the small stature of the actuators. In only 16 
seconds you can reveal up to a 65-inch television from the ceiling. And 
because the efficient size of the actuator requires less space to function, 
the total height of the mechanism is only 6.125 inches.  This means that 
less space is required in the ceiling to install the lift, breaking down a 
common barrier on many projects. $5,400; tvlift.com 

APOLLO ENCLOSURES AE6560 OUTDOOR TV ENCLOSURE
The Apollo AE6560 Outdoor TV Enclosure is sleek, slim, contemporary, 
and affordable. It features 
lightweight powder-coated aluminum 
construction, anti-reflective safety 
glass (coated on two sides), 
thermostatically controlled air flow 
to keep the TV safe in temperatures 
up to 122 degrees. A weatherproof 
mount of your choice is included: 
articulating wall mount, non-
articulating wall mount with tilt, or adjustable height ceiling mount. The 
enclosures are offered in black; silver, metallic sandstone, and white. The 
enclosures can accommodate TVs between 39 and 65 inches. $1,595; 
apolloenc.com

The Apollo AE6560 Outdoor TV Enclosure is sleek, slim, contemporary, 

MEDIA SERVERS

forward and backward compatible. With the CINEMA-FX Theater 
Experience feature, home systems integrators can customize the user 
experience by adding custom theater intro videos, intermission videos, 
retro bumper videos, and even a corporate video. Boasting lightning fast 
navigation, intuitive menu design, and instantaneous chapter skips, the 
FIREFX Modular Media System line may even breathe life into a legacy 
control system, making it seem more responsive. The standalone UPLAY: 
$1,350; full systems: $5,300-$20,000; firefx.tv

“The FIREFX Modular Media System delivers superior performance, 
reliability and flexibility at an attractive price point making it the 
choice of professional system integrators around the world.”
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PROJECTION SCREENS

“Stewart Filmscreen’s LuminEsse is a stunning fixed-frame 
front projection wall screen system that features an elegant 
3/8-inch ‘edgeless’ bezel design that delivers an immersive, 
‘floating image.’”
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LG MINIBEAM ULTRA SHORT 
THROW PROJECTOR WITH 
SMART TV (PF1000U) 
The LG Minibeam Ultra Short Throw Projector with 
Smart TV comes equipped with LG’s Netcast 4.5 
OS, which allows users to access premium video 
apps without a need for any other settings. From 
a streaming content perspective, the projector 

EPV SCREENS DARKSTAR 9 ISF 
The EPV Screens DarkStar 9 ISF 
distinguishes itself from the typical 
projection screen by providing 
television-grade brightness even 
when the lights are on. It does so by 
means of its Ambient Light Rejecting, 
(ALR) active micro-filter design. Day 
or night, light or dark, the DarkStar 9 
ISF maintains superior picture quality, 
while preventing (indirect) ambient light from “washing out” the picture. 
Although ALR screens are produced by other brands, DarkStar 9 ISF 
surpasses them with a retro-reflective performance that is also certified by 
the Imaging Science Foundation (ISF) for its superior contrast performance 
in addition to accurate color fidelity with a flat spectral response. The 
DarkStar 9 ISF provides a stunning 180-degree viewing angle while 
maintaining its D65 color temperature that does not impede a UHD 
projector’s wide color gamut exceeding the REC. 709 color graph. $3,100; 
epvscreens.com/products/fixed-frame-screens/darkstar-9 

DRAPER, INC. OPTICALLY SEAMLESS TECVISION 
The Draper Optically 
Seamless TecVision 
features a fused substrate, 
which is not visible even 
when the screen is not 
under projection. The fused substrate is 100% stronger than traditional 
“tear” seams. The screen is less expensive to produce than surfaces where 
the vinyl substrate is seamless, allowing a home systems integrator to 
provide a high-end big-screen solution in projection environments where 
standard surfaces won’t work. The Optically Seamless TecVision surfaces 
are available up to 23 feet high x 69 feet wide. Price varies by size and 
screen model; draperinc.com

PROJECTORS

gives consumers access to a nearly endless array of entertainment from 
premium content providers including, Netflix, VuDu, Hulu Plus, Amazon, 
MLBTV.com, Youtube, Spotify, Vtuner, and Google MAP. Consumers can 
also control everything with the easy-to-use LG Magic Remote, which 
offers the choice between point-and-click, scroll, and voice command 
options, as well as a number pad. The LG PF1000U supports the latest 
standards for connectivity, allowing it to serve as a central hub to access 
content from other devices, including smartphones, tablets, and PCs. 
Wireless connectivity through DLNA, WiDi, Miracast, and the DTV Tuner 
also allows for an array of streaming and sharing opportunities. It also 
features (2) HDMI and MHL input and (2) HD DiVX (thru USB).  For added 
convenience, the PF1000U features a Bluetooth audio output, which lets 
users wirelessly route audio from streamed or connected sources to 
Bluetooth-capable audio devices, such as soundbars, speaker systems, or 
headphones. $1,299; lg.com

BENQ AMERICA CORP. HT3050 HOME THEATER 
PROJECTOR 
The BenQ America HT3050 Home 
Theater Projector employs the latest 
DLP technology and uniquely designed 
RGBRGB color wheel to deliver 
unmatched color accuracy to meet 
the highly-sought native Rec. 709 color 
gamut at full HD 1080p resolution. The 
HT3050 is also ISFccc-certified for professional color-calibration if desired. 
Featuring an impressive 1.3x optical zoom lens with ± 10% vertical lens 
shift, the forward-thinking HT3050 projector brings amazing flexibility to 
match the installation requirements of any of today’s home environments. 
It is equipped with 20-watt stereo sound using HiFi speakers, which are 
powered by BenQ’s latest sound-enhancement engine. $999; benq.us

DIGITAL PROJECTION INTERNATIONAL  
INSIGHT 4K DUAL-LED 
The Digital Projection International (DPI) 
INSIGHT 4K Dual-LED combines true 4K 
(4096 x 2160) resolution with the color 
performance of LED illuminators. This 
combination produces a color gamut 
that exceeds the REC 709 color standard. Furthermore, the INSIGHT 4K 
Dual-LED makes possible the support for future color spaces, including 
a color gamut that nearly replicates the REC2020 broadcast color space. 
The advanced brightness and extraordinary color space produced 
by DP’s 3-Chip LED illuminated displays separate them from all other 
LED driven displays, yet understates the perceived image brightness 
and clarity delivered. In addition to the higher brightness, the INSIGHT 
4K Dual-LED enlists DPI’s Lifetime Illumination platform, providing a 
virtually maintenance-free imaging solution that never requires a lamp 
replacement. $149,995; digitalprojection.com 

JVC VISUAL SYSTEMS DLA-RS400U  
The JVC Reference Series DLA-RS400U 
projector features full speed, full spec 
18Gbps HDMI 2.0a connectivity, 40,000:1 
native contrast ratio for peak whites 
and deep blacks, HDR (High Dynamic 
Range) content compatibility, Control4 
compatibility, and 1,700 lumens brightness. $3,995; referenceseries.com
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“The LG Minibeam Ultra Short Throw 
Projector with Smart TV (PF1000U) 
provides a lightweight portable 
entertainment option that offers 
Smart TV connectivity and 
delivers high-
definition picture 
quality.”
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JVC VISUAL SYSTEMS DLA-RS600U 
The JVC DLA-RS600U video projector 
is built with hand-selected and hand-
tested components. An upgraded 
lamp and optical system deliver 1,900 
lumens without sacrificing JVC’s industry 
leading native contrast ratio of 150,000:1. $9,995; referenceseries.com

EPSON PRO CINEMA 1985 WIRELESS PROJECTOR 
The Epson Pro Cinema 1985 projector 
provides sports and A/V enthusiasts a 
versatile solution specifically designed 
to provide exceptional image quality 
and wireless connectivity in large, 
open ambient light environments. 
Featuring 4,800 lumens of color brightness and 4,800 lumens of 
white brightness, the Pro Cinema 1985 shines bright and offers an 
innovative alternative to flat-panel TVs. With full HD 1080p native 
resolution, this extremely bright 3LCD projector provides amazing color 
and detail for a variety of viewing environments.  $2,499; epson.com

JVC VISUAL SYSTEMS DLA-X750R
The JVC DLA-X750R video projector 
features 4K e-shift4, combined with best-
in-class 1,800 lumens brightness, black 
level, contrast, color, and High Dynamic 
Range (HDR) compatibility. It offers full 
speed, full spec 18Gbps HDMI 2.0a connectivity with HDR. $6,999.95; 
procision.jvc.com/index.jsp

OPPO BDT-101CI BLU-RAY DISC 
TRANSPORT FOR CUSTOM 
INTEGRATION 
The OPPO BDT-101CI features a modular design. 
Depending on the requirements of an installation 
project, the player can either be ordered with one 
HDMI output, or be customized with two HDMI 
outputs, one for the projector and the other for 

the A/V receiver. For projects where the signal needs to travel a long 
distance, an HDBaseT module is available to deliver audio and video over 
Cat 5e/6 cables. Similarly, for analog audio connections, the BDT-101CI 
can be customized for either stereo or 7.1-channel surround-sound 
output. The modular design also enables the BDT-101CI to be upgraded 
with new modules in the future, such as the Cube LUT module for display 
calibration. $399+; oppodigital.com

VIDEO COMPONENTS & PROCESSORS

METRA HOME THEATER GROUP M3B HD  
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
An M3B HD Distribution System 
utilizes a home’s existing wiring 
infrastructure to create a flexible 
multisource, multi-zone video 
distribution system into any home 
without having to prewire. With the 
ability to assign a unique channel 
to each transmitter, existing coax and splitters will act as a matrix switcher, 
allowing the M3B to open up an entirely new market for HDMI multi-source, 
multi-zone distribution. $349; metrahometheater.com 

CRESTRON DIGITALMEDIA HDCP 2.2  
INPUT/OUTPUT CARDS
The Crestron DigitalMedia HDCP 
2.2 Input/Output Cards provide 
and end-to-end 4K and HDCP 2.2 
compliant distribution solution. 
Our latest DigitalMedia input and output cards work with any card-based 
DM switcher to ensure homeowners and integrators never have to worry 
about distributing 4K and copy-protected content.Select input card 
models are compatible with HDBaseT, allowing an HDBaseT-compliant 
device to be connected directly to the DM input without requiring a DM 
transmitter. Likewise, built-in DSP downmixing is available to enable the 
simultaneous distribution of multi-channel 7.1 surround-sound and 
2-channel stereo signals. From $900; crestron.com

CRESTRON DM-RMC-4K-SCALER-C-DSP 
The Crestron DM-RMC-4K-Scaler 
is the only 4K/60 scaler on the 
market. It scales any framerate 
and resolution to any other up to 
4096 x 2160 at 60 Hz. Built-in DSP 
enables multi-channel surround-
sound signals to be decoded and to simultaneously transmit a 2-channel 
downmix to powered speakers and amplifiers in any room of the house. 
With support for dual-projection 3D setups and video wall installations, 
the DM-RMC-4K-SCALER-C allows integrators to offer clients unparalleled 
video environments. Zoom capability and bezel compensation enable 
video wall installations up to 8X8. $2,200; crestron.com 

ZIGEN HAX-44 MATRIX SWITCH
The Zigen HAX-44 Matrix 
Switch is designed for high-
end home theaters for 
switching UHD 2.0 content 
with HDCP 2.2 copy protection. 
$2,999.99; zigencorp.com/hax-44hdbt-hdmi-20-matrix

CONTROL4 4K ULTRA HD 10X10 AV MATRIX SWITCH 
The Control4 Video Matrix 
Switch features HDBaseT 
Class A support with every 
port, giving dealers the 
most flexibility during 
installation. Every model 

“The Blu-ray Disc Transport with its universal disc format support, 
upscaling to Ultra HD (4K) resolution, VRS ClearView video 
processing, and modular design are ideal for custom integration.”
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can deliver uncompressed 4K Ultra HD video and audio at distances of up 
to 100 meters over a single Category6a/Category7 cable. An integrated 
Ethernet switch distributes Ethernet connectivity to remote locations 
without running another network cable, saving equipment costs and 
reducing clutter.  $10,000; control4.com 

ELAN ULTRAMATRIX SERIES 
The Elan UltraMatrix switcher 
provides flexibility and simplified 
installation and includes integrated 
audio and HDBaseT signal routing.  
The switcher provides analog, 
digital, HDMI, and HDBaseT audio 
return inputs, along with analog, 
digital, and HDMI outputs. Using 
integrated audio routing, installers 
can route audio from analog, optical 
SPDIF, coaxial SPDIF, and HDMI inputs to analog, coaxial SPDIF, or HDMI/
HDBaseT outputs. It introduces the ability to designate HDMI displays as 
audio zones, making it perfect for media rooms and conference rooms.  
The UltraMatrix offers a unique solution to UHD 4K signal distribution by 
allowing UHD 4K sources and streaming services to remain local to the 
display where they can offer their best video performance, while sending 
audio back to the head end where it can be routed to anywhere in the 
system. From $9,500; elanhomesystems.com




